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We excel at building Custom Web Applications to solve complex business problems. 3 year of experience in
web based application development for several multinational companies has given us a unique perspective
towards quality and scalability Web based applications are both simple to develop and easy to deploy. So long
as internet connectivity is available, you could access the system from any part of the world. Salesmen, on site
engineers, mobile employees, employees working from home can now be as productive as in-office staff. This
brings our development costs down and speeds up turnaround times. Our custom web solutions are built to offer
excellent usability, scalability and universal compatibility in terms of browsers and platforms. Each module is
built to plug into a framework that manages foolproof security and auditing making the web solutions as secure
as desktop solutions if not more.
Often our solutions interface with book keeping software\'s like Quick books, Sage and Microsoft Great Plains
to leverage the power of professional accounting software at the same time offering the versatility of a web
based interface.
Our complete services consist:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Initial assessment
Design
Project planning and management
Development
Integration with existing applications
Managed hosting

After we realize the project\'s targets and needs, and have a thorough interpretation of your business
requirements, we will serve you with a design for your software and a plan for developing it. It is important to
establish a web application development strategy for each particular project to assure time frame delivery and to
increase the quality of the absolute product.
Our engineers enjoy challenges. Each corporation is unique with very different needs, analyzing the business
needs and proposing innovation solutions that delight our clients is the best part of our jobs.
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